
LESSON DESCRIPTION
AND BACKGROUND

The students use manipulatives to learn about
income, expenses (fixed and variable), and
budgeting.

In school, we teach children what they will need
to know to earn income when they leave school.
We seldom teach them how to manage the in-
come that they will earn. Many people are con-
cerned about the low saving rates and high
bankruptcy rates of today’s families. Learning
how to budget and plan for future expenses will
provide the students with money-management
skills that they can apply in the future.

Lesson 15 correlates with national standards for
English language arts, mathematics, and eco-
nomics, and with personal finance guidelines, as
shown in Tables 1-4 in the introductory section
of this publication.

ECONOMIC AND PERSONAL FINANCE
CONCEPTS

• Budget

• Expenses

• Fixed expenses

• Human resources

• Income

• Net income

• Savings

• Taxes

• Wages

• Variable expenses

OBJECTIVES

At the end of this lesson, the student will be
able to:

• Define income, expenses, fixed expenses,
variable expenses, taxes, savings, human
resources, and budgets.

• Distinguish between fixed and variable
expenses.

• Identify a balanced budget as income equal
to expenses.

• Explain actions that might be taken to balance
a budget when expenses exceed income.

TIME REQUIRED

One or two 45-minute periods

MATERIALS

• A copy of Activity 15.1 and 15.2 for each
student

• A copy of Exercise 15.1 and 15.2 from the
Student Workbook for each student

• A transparency of Visual 15.1

• Scissors and glue for each student

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES

To download visuals, find related lessons,
correlations to state standards, interactives,
and more visit http://fffl.councilforeconed.org/
3-5/lesson15

PROCEDURE

1. Introduce the lesson’s focus on budgeting as
tool for money management. Explain that many
families use budgeting in managing income, ex-
penses, and saving.
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2. To get started, review the key concept of “in-
come.” Ask:

a. Can you think of times when you have worked
and earned income? (Answers will vary;
many students will have done some work
for pay.)

b. What did you do with the income you
earned? (Saved some of it; spent some on
snacks, clothing items, movies, etc.)

c. Use the students’ responses to make a more
general point: Adults also use their income to
purchase the various goods and services they
consume. It is income that enables them to
buy groceries, pay the rent, put gas in the car,
buy a new dress, go to a ball game, etc. In-
come is used, in other words, to cover “ex-
penses.” Income also enables adults to put
some money into “savings”—set aside for use
in the future—provided they have done a
good job of budgeting for savings.

3. Explain that as adults use their income to pay
for their expenses and put some money into
savings, they must take care not to overspend.
This money-management task is illustrated in
Activity 15.1. Distribute a copy of Activity
15.1 to each student; tell the students to work
through the activity and answer Questions 1-8
independently. Review the students’ work in a
class discussion. (The answers are: 1. No; 2.
No. Circle 2 is larger; Answers will vary; 3.
Income < Expenses; 4. Increase income,
decrease expenses, or do both; 5. Yes; 6. No;
Circle 3 is larger than Circle 4; Answers will
vary; 7. Income > Expenses; 8. Increase
expenses by spending; save more of their
income to spend later; reduce income.)

4. By reference to the exercise, explain that
some people manage money carefully by keep-
ing their income and expense circles the same
size. A good way to manage money is to have a
budget, a plan for managing income, spending,
and saving.

5. Explain the next step: To learn more about
budgets, the students must also learn more

about income and expenses. Distribute a copy
of Activity 15.2 and Exercise 15.1 from the
Student Workbook to each student, along with
scissors and glue.

6. Ask the students to cut out the individual
boxes in the rectangle (the $25 boxes) on
Activity 15.2. Explain that the rectangle repre-
sents “net income” for the Tran family. Net in-
come is the amount of income left after taxes
have been deducted or subtracted. “Taxes” are
required payments that individuals make to gov-
ernments. After taxes have been paid, the Tran
family uses its remaining (net) income to pay its
expenses. Each month the Trans plan to receive
net income of $1,200 (this is the total amount
represented by the $25 rectangles). They try to
limit their expenses so that they have enough
income to cover those expenses.

7. Turn to Exercise 15.1. Read the opening
paragraph with the students; work through
problems 1-3 with the students to make sure
that everybody understands the distinction be-
tween “fixed expenses” and “variable ex-
penses.” Then assign the students to complete
the exercise, answering Questions 4-10 inde-
pendently. When the students have completed
the exercise, use the following questions to re-
view their work:

a. What are the fixed expenses the Trans listed
for June? (Rent payment, car payment.)

b. If the Trans had a house payment, would it be
a fixed expense? (Yes.) Why? (The amount
paid doesn’t vary from month to month,
and it must be paid each month.)

c. What are some of the variable expenses the
Trans listed for June? (Groceries, gasoline,
electricity, water, phone, clothing, shoes,
school supplies, medical care, and
prescriptions.)

d. If the Trans rent movies, would the amount
spent on rentals be a variable or a fixed ex-
pense? (Variable.) Why? (The amount spent
on movie rentals could change from month
to month.)
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e. How much money do the Trans donate to
charity each month? ($25)

f. How many squares are pasted in the “Fixed
Expenses” box? ($550/$25 = 22 squares.)

g. How many squares are put in the “Variable
Expenses” box? ($625/$25 = 25 squares.)

h. How many squares should be in the dona-
tions box? (One.)

i. How do you know that the Tran’s expenses
equal their income? (After cutting squares
out and placing them in boxes according to
the directions, there are no income squares
left.)

j. What is another way in which you could deter-
mine that expenses equaled income? (By
adding the expenses to see if they totaled
$1,200.)

k. What is the correct mathematical sentence for
representing this relationship between ex-
penses and income? (Expenses = Income.)

8. Read the situation described in Item 12 in
Exercise 15.1 to the students. Explain that peo-
ple often have unexpected expenses for such
things as car repairs. In order to pay the car re-
pair expense, the Trans must give up some
spending on other things, such as clothing, gro-
ceries, medicine, and electricity. Ask: Will the
Trans be able to make changes in their fixed ex-
penses? (No.) Why? (These must be paid each
month; the students can’t pick squares up
and move them from this box because they
are glued down.)

9. Now ask the students to answer Question 12
in Exercise 15.1. When they have finished, call
on students to read and discuss their answers.
(Possibilities include Spend $75 less on gro-
ceries, spend $50 less on groceries and $10
less on utilities, spend $15 less on clothing,
shoes, and school supplies.)

10. Point out that, at this rate, the Trans aren’t
putting any of their income into “savings.”
Savings is a portion of income that is not spent
on consumption now. It is saved, set aside, for

use later—to pay for unexpected emergencies,
to pay for a college education, to make a down
payment on a house, etc. Ask the following
questions:

a. Have you ever saved money to be able to buy
something in the future? (Answers will vary;
most students probably have saved for
some short-term goal.)

b. What were you saving for? (Answers will
vary.)

c. Have other members of your family saved for
something in the future? (Answers will vary.)

d. If so, what did they save for? (Answers will
vary.)

11. Point out that if the Trans wanted to save,
they would need another “box” in which to place
income not spent. For most people this “box” is
a bank account. People place their savings in
bank accounts for safe keeping and to earn inter-
est. Refer the students to the blank box in Exer-
cise 15.1 again and have them write “Savings” in
the upper left corner.

12. If the teacher is planning to collect the stu-
dents’ work, the students should glue down
their variable expenses and make their final cal-
culations before turning their work in. Make
sure that gluing down the variable expenses,
donations, and savings does not make these
categories fixed.

13. Distribute a copy of Exercise 15.2 from the
Student Workbook to each student. Have them
read the directions and complete the exercise.
Display Visual 15.1 with the answers so that stu-
dents can correct their own work.

14. Ask: What changes would the Monroe fam-
ily have to make in order to put aside $20 more
per month for their vacation? (They would
have to reduce variable expenditures.) Draw
a line through “$45” next to “Movies and
Restaurants” on the transparency and write
“$25” in the space.
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15. Ask the following questions:

a. Can the Monroe family reduce its car pay-
ment by $20 in order to set aside an addi-
tional $20 for vacation? (No.) Why? (The car
payment is a fixed expense; the Monroe
family must pay the full $250 each month
if they want to keep the car.)

b. What expenses could they reduce? (Various
answers from the variable expenses are
possible.) Enter some of the student re-
sponses on Visual 15.1.

CLOSURE

Use the following questions to review the les-
son:

• What is income? (Payment people receive
for providing resources in the economy.)

• What are expenses? (Payments for goods
and services; spending.)

• What is a budget? (A plan to manage
income, spending, and saving.)

• If a person’s expenses are greater than his in-
come, what must he do to balance his
budget? (Earn more, spend less, or a work
out a combination of both.)

• What are variable expenses? (Expenses that
may change from week to week or month
to month.)

• Can you give an example of a variable ex-
pense for a family? (Payment for food,
clothing, entertainment.)

• What are fixed expenses? (Expenses that do
not vary from week to week or month to
month.)

• Can you give an example of a fixed expense
for a family? (Mortgage payment, home
rental payment, car payment, auto
insurance payment.)

ASSESSMENT

At the end of theMoney Management Theme,
select appropriate assessment questions for this
lesson.

EXTENSION

• Ask the students to consider an imaginary
case: Each of them receives $10 per week for
work they do at home, helping their families.
They should each write a paragraph explaining
how they might divide their monthly income
among savings, donations, variable expenses,
and fixed expenses (if they have any).

• Review Lesson 4 in the CEE publication
Mathematics and Economics 3-5, a lesson on
planning a pizza party with a budget. Older
students could use this lesson to develop a
budget for a pizza party for the class or an-
other school group or team. This could also
be a project that wraps up their study of
Financial Fitness for Life.

• Use a Venn diagram to compare the Tran
and Monroe family budgets. Compare the var-
ious expenses and income figures to identify
similarities and differences between the two
families.
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People earn income and then make choices about spending and saving their income. The
first circle on this page represents all of the income the Smith family earns. Write “Income”
on the line inside circle 1. The Smiths use their income to pay their expenses. The second
circle represents all of their expenses. Write “Expenses” on the line inside circle 2.

Questions:

1. Is circle 1 larger than circle 2? Yes or No? Use a ruler to compare the diameter of each
circle.

2. Are they the same size? Yes or No?

a. If not, which one is larger? 1 or 2?

b. Did you make the right choice for question 1 when you looked at the circles?
Yes or No?

3. Using the words “Income” and “Expenses” and a <, >, or = sign, write a mathematical
sentence describing the size relationship between the two circles.

4. If the Smiths want to make the two circles the same size, what must they do?

Round and Round She Goes

1 2
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Circle 3 on this page represents all income the Harris family earns. Write “Income” on the
line in circle 3. The Harris family uses its income to pay its expenses. Circle 4 represents all
their expenses. Write “Expenses” on the line in circle 4.

Questions (continued):

5. Is circle 3 larger than circle 4? Yes or No? Use a ruler to compare the diameter of each
circle.

6. Are they the same size? Yes or No?

a. If not, which one is larger? 3 or 4?

b. Did you make the right choice for question 6 when you looked at the circles?
Yes or No?

7. Using the words “Income” and “Expenses” and a <, >, or = sign, write a mathematical
sentence describing the size relationship between the two circles.

8. If the Harris family wants to make the two circles the same size, what must it do?

3 4
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Balancing the Budget

$25 $25 $25 $25 $25 $25 $25 $25

$25 $25 $25 $25 $25 $25 $25 $25

$25 $25 $25 $25 $25 $25 $25 $25

$25 $25 $25 $25 $25 $25 $25 $25

$25 $25 $25 $25 $25 $25 $25 $25

$25 $25 $25 $25 $25 $25 $25 $25

Cut out the parts of the Trans’ Income Rectangle below.
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Managing the Monroe Family’s Money
Answers to Exercise 15.2

Directions: Mr. and Mrs. Monroe both have jobs. They don’t have any children. Their net
income is $1,750 per month. Their monthly expenses, savings, and donations are listed
below.

Circle “V” if the expense is variable.
Circle “F” if the expense is fixed.
If it is savings, write an “S” in the space.
If it is a donation, write “D” in the space.

House payment . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $825 V F _____

Car payment. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $250 V F _____

Car insurance ($600/12month) . . . . . $50 V F _____

Gasoline . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $100 V F _____

Electricity, water, phone . . . . . . . . . $125 V F _____

Groceries . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $125 V F _____

Movies and Meals at restaurants . . . $45 V F _____

Vacation and gifts. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $20 V F _____

Clothing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $65 V F _____

Gift to Humane Society . . . . . . . . . . $50 V F _____

Retirement contribution . . . . . . . . . . $70 V F _____

Write the correct total amount in each box below.

Fixed Expenses Variable Expenses

Savings Donation

D

O
O
O

O
O
O
O
O
O

S

$1 ,125 $480

$50$70
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Select appropriate items to assess your
students’ understanding of the concepts in
this theme.

MULTIPLE-CHOICE QUESTIONS

1. Andrea earned $15 babysitting. Of the $15,
she decided not to spend $7.50. She put the
money in her bank account. This is an example
of __________.

a. saving

b. spending

c. taxes

d. costs

Answer: a

2. Jacque has her first job working at the mall.
According to her pay receipt, she earned $145
last month. But her paycheck was only for $105.
The missing $40 is _____.

a. taxes

b. income

c. a variable expense

d. a periodic expense

Answer: a

3. Jacque’s paycheck for $105 is her __________.

a. taxes

b. saving

c. net income

d. fixed income

Answer: c

4. Mark usually buys $15 worth of snacks each
month at the corner store. This is a ___________.

a. fixed expense

b. variable expense

c. periodic expense

d. saving

Answer: b

WORD BANK

Use the word bank to complete the sentences.
(Not all terms are used; answers in parentheses.)

taxes, expenses, income, saving, choices,
budget, donations

1. A ____ is a plan for managing income, saving,
and expenses. (budget)

2. Payments received for providing resources
in the economy are called ____. (income)

3. People must make _______ because their
income is limited. (choices)

4. _____ are payments for goods and services.
(Expenses)

5. Income not spent this month on goods and
services is _____. (saving; some students may
also enter donations)

6. _____ are payments that people are required
to make to the government. (Taxes)

SHORT-ANSWER QUESTIONS

A.Last month, the Smith family added up their
income and expenses. Their expenses were
greater than their income. Write a paragraph
explaining what the Smiths can do to make sure
that their income and expenses will balance
next month.

(Paragraphs should explain that the Smiths
could increase their income or decrease their
expenses, or use a combination of both
methods, to bring their budget into balance.)

B. Andre plays first base for the high school
baseball team. He has been saving money to
attend a special baseball clinic before school
starts. Last week, his grandmother gave him

ASSESSMENT | Theme 4 | Money Management: Lessons 14-15

Assessment: Money Management
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money for his birthday present. He could save
the birthday money for the clinic. His friends
have planned a day at a local amusement park.
He could also use the birthday money for the
trip to the amusement park. What do you think
Andre should do? Explain your answer by de-
scribing the costs and benefits of the options.

(The students should identify the costs of
benefits of the two alternatives when they
explain the choices they propose.)

EXTENDED-RESPONSE QUESTIONS

Micah and Michelle Jones have a monthly net
income of $1,850. They decided to develop a
budget to help them manage their income and
expenses. They first made a list of their ex-
pected monthly expenses.

Apartment rent $850

Car insurance ($960/12) $80

Gasoline $60

Groceries $300

Clothing $100

Electricity, water, phone $200

Entertainment $200

Donations $25

Total $1,815

1. Write an example of a fixed expense from
their list. (Apartment rent or car insurance)

2. Write three examples of variable expenses
from their list. (Gasoline, groceries, entertain-
ment, electricity, water, phone, or clothing)

3. Based on their income and planned ex-
penses, how much money could Micah and
Michelle save each month? ($1,850-$1,815 =
$35)

4. Write a brief paragraph explaining what
saving is and why it would be a good idea for
Micah and Michelle to include saving in their
budget.

(Saving is income not spent now. It would be
a good idea for Micah and Michele to include
saving in their budget. Savings can help
them reach a particular goal for the future,
such as retirement. Savings can also be used
for emergencies, such as car repairs or an ill-
ness.)

ASSESSMENT | Theme 4 | Money Management: Lessons 14-15


